Fancygames Releases New Characters for Yumm for iPhone
Free time-killing game now includes new characters and multiplayer mode

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
LONDON - October 29, 2011 - Fancygames today announced major release for iOS version
of their game Yumm. Yumm is a unique time killing game in which players can compare their
reacting skills with these charming creatures. New version also includes a Halloween
character and Yumm's cute girlfriend called Yummi.
After releasing the first version of Yumm, it has had over one million downloads with people
leaving many positive comments. According to the feedback, people perceive Yumm as a real
creature living in their phone. Furthermore, one person wrote left feedback saying that after
winning Yumm she always tickled him so he wouldn't get disappointed. Encouraged by this,
Fancygames decided to make additional characters from the Yumm's family - Halloween and
Yummi. All new characters can be downloaded from the in-app shop and more characters are
expected to come soon.
With new multiplayer mode you can compete with your friends and see who has got better
reflexes, which is one of the features that has been asked for by players. Here two different
creatures can be sited on both sides of the screen. The players should place fingers in their
characters' mouths and play as usual. However, the main challenge is to not be scared by the
opponent's creature, as they will shut their mouths at different time.
Yumm 2.0 is now available world-wide for free of charge from the Apple's App Store for
iPhone and iPod Touch, or by visiting: www.fancygames.net/yumm.
Fancygames Ltd, an independent game studio based in London, United Kingdom, was formed
in 2006 with the main objective to create entertaining and creative mobile games.

Please do not hesitate to contact on the following address, if you would like further information on
Fancygames Ltd and its games:
Dmitry Matyukhin, Founder, Fancygames Ltd
Email: dmitry@fancygames.net

